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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes a novel and simple methodology 

that can be applied to industrial gas turbines during normal 

operation with a limited number of sensors to identify the 

coupling mechanism between the acoustics and the heat 

release by the flame. The methodology is based on an 

analysis around an acoustic eigen frequency of the 

combustion system at different operational conditions.  

In the method, the acoustic wave equation is transformed 

to a mass-spring-damper equation by applying the method of 

eigen functions. The flame (as it is coupled to the acoustics) 

acts in this equation as a negative damper because it adds 

acoustic energy to the system. The measured acoustic 

damping (derived from the corrected measured amplitude) is 

analysed against different operational parameters resulting in 

a simplified model of the coupling between the acoustics and 

the heat release by the flame. The four unknown constants in 

this model are calculated with a non-linear optimization 

technique from a set of operational data. The value of these 

four constants (the acoustic damping, the acoustic 

amplification factor of the flame, the convective length scale 

and the phase shift) make identification of the coupling 

mechanism between the acoustics and the heat release of the 

flame possible.  

This new experimental identification methodology has 

been applied to two industrial cases for large scale gas 

turbines. In both cases, the coupling mechanism was clearly 

identified. 

The knowledge of this simplified model of the coupling 

between acoustics and combustion enables operators of gas 

turbines to choose an operational window with an acceptable 

level of combustion driven oscillations and gas turbine 

design engineers to optimize the design of the combustion 

system. 

INTRODUCTION 

Modern land based gas turbines are usually equipped 

with a Dry Low NOx (DLN) combustion system for the 

combustion of natural gas. The DLN technology is capable to 

achieve very low NOx emissions. The main parameter 

governing the emission performance of a DLN system is the 

flame temperature and especially the elimination of peak 

temperatures by high quality mixing of the fuel and the air 

and the avoidance of non-premixed pilot flames. Technical 

challenges in the design of DLN systems are: incomplete 

combustion or formation of CO due to the low flame 

temperatures, flash back of the flame, flame blow off and 

especially the occurrence of combustion driven oscillations.  

These combustion driven oscillations are the result of an 

acoustic feedback loop including the heat release of the 

flame. These oscillations have received a lot of research the 

last decades and much more is known about the basic 

phenomena and the potential mechanisms behind these 

oscillations, see e.g. Liewen at al for an excellent overview 

[1]. In practice the identification of the coupling mechanism 

between the acoustics and the heat release appears to be quite 

difficult at a running industrial gas turbine.  The main 

reasons for this are the limited number of sensors in an 

industrial gas turbine and the limited degrees of operation of 

a gas turbine in commercial operation. 

BASIC THEORY OF COMBUSTION INSTABILITY 

An important aspect in the occurrence of combustion 

driven acoustic instabilities is the coupling between the 

acoustic pressure fluctuations in the combustor and the heat 

release fluctuations by the flame. As stated by Rayleigh, e.g. 

[2] , instabilities might occur in case the fluctuating heat 

release is in phase with the acoustic pressure fluctuations.  

The basic mechanism of thermoacoustic instabilities in a 

combustion system can be described by the following 

system, see figure 1: 

The flame generate a heat release fluctuation (q’), this 

Figure 1: Simple model of thermoacoustic 
oscillations 
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heat release fluctuations generates an acoustic pressure 

fluctuation (p’) in the acoustic system. This acoustic pressure 

fluctuation generates on its turn a heat release fluctuation, 

either directly or via a coupling via the fluid dynamics.  

During the last decades, a number of coupling 

mechanisms has been identified. An excellent picture of this 

is given by Scarini [3] and Lawn and Polifke [4]. The main 

mechanisms can be summarized by:  

1. Coupling via fluid dynamics 

a. Coupling with a convective time delay in the 

burner/flame 

b. Coupling with a convective time delay via entropy 

waves 

2. Coupling via aerodynamic instabilities (vortex 

shedding) 

3. Direct coupling of the fluctuation acoustic parameters 

(pressure, velocity)  to the heat release fluctuation. 

This paper will only give a short description of these 

coupling mechanisms. Much more information can be found 

in the book by Lieuwen et al [1]. 

Coupling via convective time delay 

The coupling via the convective time delay is one of the 

most studied coupling mechanisms in combustion acoustics 

and especially in lean premixed flames. In this mechanism 

the acoustic pressure fluctuation in the combustor induces a 

mass flow fluctuation in the upstream part of the burner. In a 

lean premixed burner, this mass flow fluctuation can occur at 

the premixer, resulting in an equivalence ratio fluctuation, or 

at the premixer tube exit resulting in a fluctuating gas/air 

mixture entering the combustor. 

Lean premixed combustors appear to be very sensitive to 

combustion oscillations caused by equivalence ratio 

fluctuations. Fluctuations in the equivalence ratio will result 

in large fluctuations in the heat release due to the low flame 

temperature resulting in a strong coupling between the 

acoustics and the heat release.  

This type of coupling is normally associated with 

medium frequencies in gas turbines (typically 100-1000 Hz), 

see e.g. Lawn and Polifke [4]. At higher frequencies, these 

fluctuations in the equivalence ratio dampen out during the 

convection to the flame front. 

Coupling via entropy waves 

Entropy waves are generated by a deviation in the local 

temperature. Such a deviation in the local temperature can 

e.g. be the result of a fluctuation in the equivalence ratio. The 

temperature deviation is transported by the mean convective 

velocity to the turbine inlet. Because of the choked flow at 

the turbine inlet, the temperature fluctuations will result in 

pressure fluctuations. The entropy waves normally occur at 

lower frequencies, because temperature fluctuations 

smoothen out at higher frequencies during the (long) 

convective time delay from flame to the turbine inlet.  

Coupling via aerodynamic instabilities (vortex 
shedding) 

Under specific conditions the acoustic pressure 

fluctuation might induce aerodynamic instabilities, see e.g. 

Paschereit et al. [5]  These aerodynamic instabilities trigger 

the heat release by the flame and thereby create a coupling 

mechanism between the acoustic pressure fluctuations and 

the heat release.  

Coupling via chemical reaction rate 

Under certain conditions, direct coupling can occur 

between the acoustic fluctuations in pressure and velocity 

and heat release. Hummel et al. [6] describe such a 

mechanism for high frequency oscillation in gas turbine 

combustors. The coupling is either via the displacement of 

the flame front due to the acoustic velocity fluctuation [7] or 

via the density fluctuation. 

 

DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The basis of the experimental method is to treat the 

acoustic system as a zero dimensional mass-spring-damper 

system. The following assumptions are used: 

- Analysis at a single frequency at or close to one of 

the eigen frequencies of the system. A peak in the 

acoustic spectrum can be observed here; 

- Linear acoustic analysis including consideration of 

linear damping; 

- Length scale of the flame region is much smaller 

than the acoustic length scale; 

- The temperature, pressure and concentrations in the 

acoustic ‘far field’ are constant in space and time, 

resulting in a constant co and ρ0. The acoustic ‘far 

field’ is the region outside the flame. The far field is 

indicated with the subscript 0.  

- The acoustical behaviour of the flame can be split 

into: 1. A turbulent source of combustion noise and 

2. A fluctuating heat release that is dependent on the 

acoustic pressure fluctuation 

 

The starting point is the wave equation with the 

combustion source term at the right hand side (based on the 

derivation by Dowling pp 378 in [8]). This equation couples 

the fluctuating heat release (q’) in the flame to the acoustic 

pressure fluctuation p’ in the ‘far field’: 
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The acoustic eigen modes of the combustor are given by 

the following equation: 

                        
2 2 0m m mk                 (2) 

Multiplying the acoustic wave equation with the eigen 

modes and vice versa, subtraction of the two equations and 

integration over the spatial domain (Galerkins method as also 

used by Culick [9]) results in: 
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The acoustic pressure fluctuation in the ‘far field’ is 

written as an orthogonal set of eigen functions: 
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The acoustic combustion source term is split into a 

turbulent combustion noise source (the heat release fluctuates 

independent of the pressure fluctuations in the combustor, 

q’=q’noise) and a flame transfer function (the heat release 

fluctuates due to the pressure fluctuations, q’= dQ/dp p’): 
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The wave equation, eq (1), does not contain any acoustic 

damping. In reality, acoustic damping is present in a gas 

turbine combustor due to (non-ideal) boundary conditions, 

acoustic-flow interactions and other phenomena. 

The introduction of the orthogonal set of eigen functions 

(eq (4)), the separation of the acoustic flame behaviour in a 

turbulent combustion noise source and the flame transfer 

function (eq (5)), the introduction of a linear damping term 

and grouping of the terms results in: 
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The term 2ζωn dηn/dt describes the acoustic damping in the 

system just as the standard way for a mass spring damper 

system. 

 

Some assumptions will be made to simplify this 

equation: 

1. The eigen modes are assumed to be one-

dimensional and have the shape: 

   cosn nx A k x   .This is a valid assumption 

for a 1D acoustic wave with ideal boundary 

conditions (dp/dx=0 at x=0). For radial and 

azimuthal (or combined) modes, a similar function 

for the acoustic eigen mode can be introduced. The 

principal behaviour does not change; 

At the exit (x=L) of the combustor a fully choked 

dp/dx=0)  boundary is assumed for the eigen modes. 

2. The flame transfer function and the turbulent 

combustion noise source are spatially integrated 

(with weighting by the eigen mode) to dQ/dp and 

Qnoise respectively; 

3. The equations are evaluated in the frequency 

domain,   i t

n t e   .  

 

These simplifications lead to the following expression at 

a single frequency ω: 
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The part between the square brackets is written as the 

total damping function: 
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This equation shows that a flame can be treated as 

negative damper. As long as the amplification by the flame is 

smaller than the acoustic damping, the system stays linearly 

stable. As soon as the amplification by the flame becomes 

stronger than the acoustic damping, the system becomes 

linearly unstable and the maximum amplitude will be 

determined by non-linear damping. 

The equation for the pressure amplitude becomes: 
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At and around the acoustic eigen frequency (ω=ωn):  
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This equation is valid as long as the system is linearly stable, 

so the acoustic damping is larger than the amplification by 

the flame. This method is thereby valid on data on the onset 

of the linear instability. 

Introduction of the equation of ζtot in equation (7) and 

writing the speeds of sound in terms of local temperatures 

leads to: 
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Assuming that the turbulent combustion noise production 

scales linearly with the thermal power Qflame (Qnoise=C * 

Qflame ), (this is a reasonable assumption because this 

equation is evaluated at a single frequency, at or close to the 

eigen frequency) see e.g. Putnam [10] or Klein & Kok [11], 

leads to: 
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The operational data of the combustor yields the 

following information: 

1. The geometric parameters: A (cross sectional area of 

the combustor) and L ( the relevant acoustic length of 

the combustor) 

2. The frequency of the maximum pressure amplitude, ω  

3. The pressure amplitude at ω,  p(ω) 

4. T0 in the ‘ far field’ of the combustor 

5. Tflame and Qflame based on the energy balance over the 

flame 

 

The unknowns in this equation are the acoustic damping 

(ζ), the noise source factor C and the flame transfer function 

dQ/dp.  

 

For all types of coupling via the convective time delay 

(equivalence ratio fluctuations, mixture mass flow 

fluctuations and fuel flow fluctuations), the flame transfer 

function is written as: 

0cos
dQ

R l
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Although the equation was not derived for sound 

generation by entropy waves, the same type of flame transfer 

function can be derived because sound generation by entropy 

waves in a choked exit acts also as an acoustic monopole [8]. 

The amplification factor R in eq (13) is in general a 

function of the frequency and the operational conditions, see 

e.g. [4].  In this methodology, R is only calculated at the 

acoustic eigen frequency. In the first stage of the data 

analysis in this methodology a constant (average) R is 

assumed, in the second stage the impact of the operational 

conditions on R can be determined.  

Other flame transfer function models can be derived for 

coupling via vortex shedding and direct coupling. These 

coupling mechanisms are not discussed in this paper but will 

be included in further research. 

Introduction of this flame transfer function, equation 

(13) into equation (12) yields: 
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This leaves four unknowns that have to be determined: 

 
0, , ,R l

C C
   under the assumption that the relevant 

convective velocity, U, can be derived from the experimental 

data of the running gas turbine. 

 

These four parameters are determined by non-linear 

optimization techniques using a data set of operational data 

containing: p(ω), ω, Tflame, T0 , U, and Qflame . In this research, 

the standard ‘Evolutionary’ solver of MS excel is used. 

These four constants are optimized against the sum of the 

square of the difference between measured amplitudes and 

modelled amplitudes in the data set: 

𝑋𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟 =  ∑(�̌�𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 − �̌�𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑)2  (15) 

 

APPLICATION  
The derivation of the flame transfer function from 

measurements has been applied to a number of cases: 

1. Paper on the combustion dynamics in an operating 

Siemens V94.2 gas turbine by Hobson et al. [12]. 

2. Field data from a General Electric Frame 9FA gas 

turbine with a DLN 2.0 combustion system in 

commercial operation. 

Case 1: Siemens V94.2 

In their paper [12] Hobson et al. decribe the 

measurements at a number of Siemens V94.2 (current name: 

Siemens SGT5-2000E) 150 MW class gas turbines operating 

on premixed natural gas. He reports on the 76 Hz acoustic 

instability occurring in the machines. In his paper, he reports 

the measured pressure amplitude, the measured damping 

(calculated from the spectrum) and the frequency as function 

of the gas turbine load. The pressure sensor is located in the 

air dome, so T0 equals the compressor discharge temperature.  

As no data was available on the relevant flame temperature, 

Tflame, and the relevant velocity, U, this data was derived 

from a commercial thermodynamic model of the V94.2 gas 

turbine (Thermoflex) in combination with public available 

estimates of the main dimensions of the gas turbine 

combustor and burners. 

The typical dimensions of the V94.2 combustor are: 

 The total length of combustor (from burner to 

turbine entrance) is about 8 m via the mid line 

 The average diameter of the combustor is about 

1.7m 
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Figure 2: The Siemens V94.2 gas turbine 

combustor 

Two sets of simulations were run to check the potential 

mechanisms of the coupling between the acoustics and the 

heat release: 

 The relevant speed (U) in the convective time delay was 

calculated based on the compressor airflow conditions 

(mass flow, pressure and temperature) including an 

estimate of the burner diameter. (hypothesis: 

equivalence ratio or mixture mass flow fluctuations are 

responsible for this oscillation). 

 The relevant speed in the convective time delay was 

calculated based on the estimated average speed in the 

combustor (hypothesis: entropy waves are responsible 

for this type of oscillation). 

Figure 3 shows the plot reported by Hobson. The figure 

shows the measured pressures by Hobson together with the 

modelled pressure amplitude for both options of relevant 

speed (burner fluctuations or entropy waves). 

The modelled parameters are shown in Table 1. This 

table shows that a long convective length is required to 

reproduce the measurements. In the burner no such length is 

present. In the combustor, such a long convective length can 

be associated with entropy waves.  

The conclusion is therefore that entropy waves are 

probably responsible for this combustion instability. 

Table 1: The modelled parameters for the Hobson 
case for two different hypotheses 

  
Hypothesis: equivalence 
ratio fluctuations 

Hypothesis: 
entropy waves 

ζ/C 0.15 0,15 

l 9.8 m 7,5m  

R/C 77 86 

φ0 3,8 rad 2,6 rad 

 

 
Figure 3: The dynamic pressure amplitude versus 
load. The dark triangles and the fitted line are from 
(Hobson et al [13]). The squares are results from 

the current simulation. 

Case 2: The General Electric Frame 9FA gas turbine 
with DLN 2.0 

Engie (previously known as Electrabel and GDF-SUEZ) 

operates five General Electric 9FA gas turbine in the Eems 

power plant in the Netherlands. These units came in 

operation in the mid 1990’s. Until 2010, these gas turbines 

were equipped with the DLN2.0 combustion system, the data 

shown in this paper is from that period. Since 2010/2011, all 

five units are equipped with the DLN2.6 combustion system. 

Since the introduction of the DLN2.6 system, no problems 

with combustion dynamics were encountered anymore in the 

Eems power plant. Furthermore, General Electric made some 

changes to the DLN 2.0 system to minimize the risk on 

damage by combustion driven oscillations.  

Description DLN system 

The GE Frame 9FA is equipped with 18 identical 

reverse flow can type combustors. The DLN 2.0 combustion 

system [13] consists of 5 burner tubes per combustion can, 

see Figure 4. Each burner tube contains a fuel injector with 

swirl vanes at the entrance of the burner tube (Figure 5). The 

air and fuel are premixed between this fuel injector and the 

combustor. 
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Figure 4: A cross sectional view of one can 
assembly of the DLN 2.0 combustion system 

 The 9FA operates from about 50% CCGT load until full 

load in fully premixed mode (premixed steady state, PMSS).  

In the premixed steady state mode, the fuel is injected on 3 

locations:  

1. Four of the five fuel injectors are connected to a single 

fuel supply connection (secondary burner or PM4) 

2. One of the five fuel injectors in a premixer is connected 

to a separate fuel connection (tertiary burner or PM1) 

3. Fuel can be injected in the air flow upstream of the 

premixer, the quaternary injector (QUAT) 

The split of the fuel between these 3 injection points is 

set during the tuning of the combustion system. The 

objective for this combustion tuning is to find the right 

balance between emissions, combustion dynamics and 

operational window. Such a tuning session should be carried 

out during commission of the machine, after overhauls and at 

significant deviations in operating conditions (mainly gas 

quality and atmospheric conditions). 

The main parameters during the tuning session are:  

 PM4/PM1 split. In the ideal situation this should be 80%, 

resulting that all the five premixers in the can receive the 

same amount of fuel 

 PM1&4/QUAT split: Increasing the QUAT split will 

result in more fuel injection upstream of the premixers 

and thereby in a more even distribution of the fuel 

resulting in lower NOx emissions at the same PM4/PM1 

split.  

During a tuning session, optimum schedules of the 

PM4/PM1 split and the QUAT split versus the turbine inlet 

reference temperature (TTRF) are determined. These tuning 

schedules are stored in the gas turbine control system and 

used during normal operation of the gas turbine. 

 

 
Figure 6: A typical spectrum of the DLN 2.0 

combustor. Dimension of the amplitude is omitted 
because of proprietary reasons. 

Figure 6 shows a typical spectrum from a combustion 

can of a DLN 2.0 system. The main frequencies of interest 

are: 

Ca 120 Hz:  This tone is called the cold tone because its 

amplitude normally increases with a decrease of the 

PM4/PM1 split (so a colder flame at the PM4 burners). 

Ca 150 Hz: This tone is called the hot tone for its amplitude 

normally increases with an increase of the PM4/PM1 split.  

Ca 1100 Hz: This is a tone that is present in almost all test 

data, it is the 1
st
 azimuthal resonance frequency of the 

combustor. The amplitude of this mode is more or less 

constant and is well below the maximum amplitude given by 

the OEM 

Ca 2300 Hz: This so-called screech tone appears under 

specific circumstances e.g. colder ambients.  The frequency 

is coupled to the first acoustic radial eigen frequency of the 

combustion chamber. 

This paper will focus on the modelling and identification 

of the mechanism of the cold tone and the hot tone. The 

identification of the coupling mechanism of the screech is 

subject to current research. 

Results and discussion 150 HZ tone 

The experimental methodology was applied to a number 

of data sets of combustion dynamics data from a running 

machine in commercial operation. For the acoustic 

measurements, the following data is stored: the peak 

amplitude within a specific frequency range and the 

frequency of this peak amplitude. Data is stored for five 

frequency ranges. 

Figure 7 shows the measured and the modelled peak 

amplitude for the hot tone at different turbine inlet 

temperatures. 

 This figure shows that the model captures the trend of 

the peak amplitude quite well. This applies for both the 

occurrence of the maximum amplitude and the change in 

amplitude. The model over predicts the level of the 

amplitude at high amplitudes, this is probably caused by the 

fact that in reality non-linear damping occurs at these 

amplitudes where in the model only linear damping is 

included.  

Figure 7 further shows that the amplitude of the 

oscillations is not a simple function of the TTRF. The TTRF 

determines the basic trend of the amplitude but large 

variations occur. 

 

120 Hz & 150 

Hz peak 

1100 Hz 2300 Hz 

(screech) 

Figure 5: Cross sectional view of the premixer 
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Figure 7: The dimensionless measured and 
calculated peak amplitude in the 150 Hz band 

versus the dimensionless turbine inlet temperature 

Table 2 shows the model constants. The difference in 

magnitude to Table 1 is due to the use of other dimensional 

units 

 

Table 2: The model parameters for the 150 Hz case.  

ζ/C 9,04E-06 

l 0,23 m 

R/C 0,016779 

φ0 3,14 rad 

The modelled convective length, l¸ is of the same 

magnitude as the length of the premixer tube. This explains 

that the hot tone is associated with the convection of 

disturbances from the fuel injector to the flame. Equivalence 

ratio fluctuations transported to the flame front are 

responsible for the occurrence of this combustion driven 

oscillation. 

Figure 8 shows the difference between the measured 

total damping factor (equation (10) and the calculated 

damping factor versus the PM4/PM1 split. This figure shows 

that with increasing split (so more fuel to the 4 PM4 

premixers and less fuel to the single PM1 premixer) gives in 

reality an decrease of the total damping factor compared to 

the modelled damping factor (and thereby an increase of the 

pressure amplitude). This indicates that probably the PM1 

burner is responsible for this type of oscillations, because an 

increase in split leads to a leaner PM1 flame and thereby a 

flame that is much more sensitive to equivalence ratio 

fluctuations. 

Results and discussion 120 Hz tone 

Figure 9 shows the measured and modelled amplitude 

versus time. This figure shows that the average value is well 

calculated by the model. However the peaks in reality are 

significantly larger than according to the model.  

Table 3 shows that the convective length (l) is of the 

same order as the diameter of one premixer tube. This 

indicates that the convection of fluctuations in the mass flow 

of air/fuel mixture from the premixer exit to the flame front 

is the probable cause of these oscillations. 

 

 

 
Figure 8: The difference between the measured and 
modeled total damping factor versus the PM4/PM1 

split for the 150 Hz tone 

 

 
Figure 9: The dimensionless modeled and 

measured amplitude versus time for the 120 Hz 
tone 

 

Table 3: The model parameters for the 120 Hz case 

ζ/C 4,70E-07 

l 0,07 m 

R/C 0,000179 

φ0 1,27 rad 

 

This hypothesis is supported by plotting  the difference 

between the measured and the modelled amplitude versus the 

Strouhal number (based on the diameter). Figure 10 shows 

that the main deviation arises at a Strouhal number of 0.2. 

This is a clear indication of a type of flow instabilities 

coupled to the acoustics. This significant influence of the 

Strouhal number also explains the difference between the 

measured and calculated amplitudes of Figure 9. 

In comparison to the 150 Hz tone, the amplification 

factor R is much lower. This is also the practical experience 

from the tuning sessions: significant deviation from the 

standard splits must be applied to have a high amplitude 120 

Hz peak. However when it occurs, it is difficult to control.   
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Figure 10: The difference between the measured 

and modelled amplitude versus the Strouhal 
number based on the premixer diameter 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND WAY FORWARD 

An experimental methodology has been derived for the 

identification of the coupling mechanism between acoustics 

and heat release, the main cause of combustion driven 

oscillations. The methodology calculates the total damping 

factor of the acoustic system for different operating 

conditions. The flame transfer function can be derived from 

this damping factor as long as the acoustic system is linearly 

stable.  This methodology has been applied to two cases for 

operating gas turbines. It shows to be possible to identify the 

coupling mechanism for these cases. Operators can use this 

knowledge to keep the operational window away from 

combustion driven oscillations. Combustor design engineers 

can use it as a straightforward tool to identify the coupling 

mechanism of the combustion driven oscillations to be able 

to change the design.  

NOMENCLATURE 

A: Cross sectional area of combustor 

C:  Linear constant between noise and flame power 

c: Speed of sound 

L: Acoustic length of eigen mode 

l: Convective length in flame transfer function 

p: (Acoustic) Pressure 

Qflame:Thermal power 

Qnoise:Combustion noise sounce 

q: Heat release 

R: Amplification factor of flame transfer function 

Tflame: Flame temperature 

To:: Temperature at pressure sensor location 

TTRF: Turbine inlet temperature  

γ:  Thermodynamic constant 
ζ:  Acoustic damping 
η:  Time dependant part of eigen function 
ρ:  Density 
c0, ρ0: Speed of sound and density in the far field 
ψn:  Eigen function 
ω :  Frequency [rad/s] 
φ: Phase in flame transfer function [rad] 
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